Welcome to the Wingleader Photo Archive Series!
For quite a few years, Simon Parry and I have been building up a huge
library of original WWII aviation photos, partly as a hobby but mainly to
help provide photos for the books that we publish. With over 30,000 now
in our collection, we realised that we had more than enough to produce
a series of photo books on individual aircraft types and sub-types. We
set out to make the series as ideally suited to modellers and artists as
possible, so large photos, using A4 landscape format, and minimal text
except for extended captions. Effectively our aim is to produce a 21st
Century version of the Profile Publications series of books from the 1960s,
using the latest technology to reproduce our wartime photos to the
highest standard possible.
We believe that this series is unique in that it will be able to provide large
format ORIGINAL photos up to full A4 landscape format width, which is
at least 50% larger than any standard book can deliver. Combined with
the specialist knowledge of our team of historians and contributors,
each book should provide unbeatable and accurate references for any
modelling or painting project.
We chose the Spitfire MkI for the first book as, surprisingly, hardly any
book has been solely devoted to the MkI. During the research for the
project, we studied dozens of published Spitfire MkI modelling articles
and found that nearly all of them were wrong, with the same mistakes
repeated over and over again. As with our Battle of Britain Combat
Archive series, we have gone back to source material for these books and
studied original documents and period photos, and not relied on restored
aircraft or modern books.
On the following pages of this PDF are sample pages taken directly from
our new Spitfire MkI book, we hope you like them.
Mark Postlethwaite
Author and Series Editor.
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SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE Mk I
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IN RAF SERVICE - 1936 TO THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN

SAMPLE PAGES

54 Squadron received Spitfires in March 1939 at Hornchurch, replacing its
biplane Gladiators. Peacetime codes were DL changing to KL in September
1939. Note the squadron emblem on the fin.

Above: 602 Squadron received its Spitfires
in May 1939 and applied its peacetime
codes of ZT to them. At the outbreak of
war the squadron’s codes changed to LO.
Note the very small roundel which was also
seen on the upper wings of older 602 Sqn
aircraft well into 1940, like this early build
Spitfire pictured (right) in June 1940.

72 Squadron received Spitfires in April 1939 at Church Fenton. The groundcrew
also applied the squadron crest to the tail fin as can be seen here on SD-H K9938.
The peacetime SD codes were replaced by RN at the outbreak of war. Interestingly,
another photo of this aircraft (left) shows that it wears no upper wing roundels at all.
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611 Squadron received its Spitfires in May 1939. Here the mayor of Liverpool is shown
around this brand new fighter at Speke (now Liverpool airport). 611 was allocated the
peacetime code of GZ, changing to FY on the outbreak of war. Note how this aircraft also
has an upperwing roundel much smaller than typical Battle of Britain period roundels. This
was a result of the conversion of the large yellow/blue/white/red down to just two colours,
blue/red painted over the centre of the old roundel.

Note the protruding blast suppressors on the outer machine guns, typical of
early Spitfires. These blast suppressors were soon removed in service to allow
the gun ports to be taped over to keep the guns warm and also to keep dirt out
of the gun muzzles. The black hole with the metal plate underneath just above
the leading edge wing root is the hand cranking point for turning the engine
manually (see inset). This is the biggest recognition feature of the MkI against
the MkII which had this removed.
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The Speed Spitfire
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In late 1937, a Spitfire was taken off the
production line to be modified in an
attempt to break the landplane speed
record. K9834 was extensively modified
with a four bladed wooden prop, enlarged
radiator and oil cooler, streamlined
canopy as well as an uprated engine
and fuel systems. The highly polished
blue and silver N.17 achieved 408mph in
February 1939 but was constantly behind
the Germans as they pushed the record to
over 450mph just a month later. With war
clouds looming, the project was shelved
and K9834 was modified back to a PR
MkII but kept its distinctive lightning flash
on the fuselage.

WAR!

SAMPLE PAGES

609 Squadron received its Spitfires
in August 1939, so hardly had time
to apply its peacetime codes of BL
before going onto a war footing with
PR codes.
The inset photo shows a very rare
combination of wartime codes with
the blue/red fuselage roundel which
only lasted for a couple of months
before the blue/white/red roundel
was introduced on the fuselage
sides. At around the same time,
armoured windscreens were being
installed externally to all Spitfires, as
can be seen in the larger photo.
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When war was declared, squadrons were
required to change their codes from the
peacetime list to the wartime list. For 65
Squadron this meant replacing its FZ codes
with YT. This Spitfire K9906, seen above being
flown by Robert Stanford-Tuck, had its YT
codes applied in rather a hurry by the looks
of it! The brown paint used to cover the FZ
codes has obliterated some of the fuselage
roundel and the new ‘T’ is not exactly on the
same angle as the ‘Y’. As 65 Squadron’s
codes were usually pretty smart, it’s possible
that this photograph was taken just after war
was declared and the ‘temporary’ markings
were subsequently improved. Note the serial
number is still just visible on the fuselage and
is also painted on the fin.

THE EVOLUTION OF MARKINGS

SAMPLE PAGES
OCTOBER 1939

DECEMBER 1939

When N3035 was delivered to 66 Squadron in October 1939 the
official markings were black and white undersides with toned down
national markings of just red and blue roundels. The serial number
was also removed from its usual position on the fuselage and may
have been applied in small numerals on the tail fin.
The 66 Squadron groundcrew applied the unit’s LZ codes and
individual letter K on either side of the roundel and were one of
the few squadrons to re-apply the serial on the fuselage, although
uniquely in grey paint.

MAY 1940

Just a month or so later, an order was received to add a white ring
to the fuselage roundel to aid identification after a series of ‘friendly
fire’ incidents. The groundcrew clearly didn’t want to repaint the
codes so just enlarged the roundel to slightly overlap the letters.
In May 1940 with the invasion of France, the Spitfire squadrons
were sent to patrol the skies over Dunkirk and quickly needed far
more visible markings in the hectic combats that were taking place.
Roundels were added under the wings, a fin flash applied to the
tail and a yellow outer ring applied to the fuselage roundel. With
the urgency of the situation, the groundcrew must have assumed
that the markings were more important than the code letters and so
further obliterated them.
With the action over Dunkirk dying down, the pilots were not happy
with their very visible black and white undersides, and so orders
were sent out to repaint all undersides of RAF fighters in ‘Sky’,
which was interpreted in many different shades by squadrons due
to the lack of official supplies of the colour.

JUNE 1940
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Right: A nice air to air of a
609 Squadron Spitfire PR-B
in early 1940. Note the ‘100’
stencilled on the fuel tank
reminding ground crews to
use the new 100 octane fuel
which gave the Spitfire better
performance.
Below: Another view of PR-O
seen on the opening page
in this section with a cartoon
dog(?) nose art (inset). The
thick armoured windscreen is
very clear in this view.
Bottom right: Another
example of 609 Squadron
Spitfire nose-art, this one
being a hare saying ‘pah’.
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Background photo: With the outbreak of war, 611 Squadron changed its codes to FY and later moved
to Digby in Lincolnshire where this photo was taken. K9999 was later transferred to 152 Squadron and
was shot down into the sea off the Isle of Wight on 12th August, its pilot Pilot Officer Douglas Shepley
was killed but his body never found.
Inset top left: 72 Squadron also changed its codes, from SD to RN, as seen on this early K series
Spitfire, note the early ‘ring pull’ door locking mechanism.
Inset left: 19 Squadron at Duxford changed it’s codes from WZ to QV as the winter of 1939 set in.
Inset top right: 66 Squadron, also at Duxford, changed its codes from RB to LZ but still couldn’t make
up its mind what colour to paint the serials! Here is N3040 with a grey serial and N3121 with the
standard black lettering at Duxford in early 1940.
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GAS PATCHES
A noticeable feature of a number of
Spitfire MkIs was a square or diamond
shaped patch, usually seen on the port
wing. This was a gas detection patch
which changed colour in the presence of
poisonous gas.
It is fair to assume that they were
introduced shortly after the outbreak of
war, being very easy to apply, either as
a fabric patch or directly using special
paint. They were light yellow/green in
colour and if patched, would have dark/
red tape around the edges. The most
popular position is as seen in the photo
of a 602 Sqn Spitfire top right. The main
factor was of course for it to be in a
position away from any removable panel.
Smaller versions were also seen in front
of the aileron as seen in the two images
near right.
As the fear of a gas attack faded, so
did the presence of the patches and
they were rarely seen on Spitfires from
September 1940 onwards although there
were exceptions even into 1941.
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A new 64 Squadron Spitfire is wheeled into a hangar. The
squadron didn’t receive Spitfires until April 1940 so this photo
must have been taken around that time as in May 1940, fin
flashes and a yellow ring around the fuselage roundel were
introduced. Note the unpainted sliding canopy, presumably a
replacement for the originally fitted flat version.
Inset: EB-M of 41 Squadron also with a replacement canopy
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Three 65 Squadron Spitfires lined up in a newly constructed blast-pen in early 1940. K9911 has a very small gas detection
patch on the starboard wing and small overwing roundels. It also has a plate fitted on the armoured fuel tank to attach a
shield to hide the pilot’s eyes from exhaust glare when flying at night. The stencil next to the hand cranking plate reads ‘12
Volt Starting Only’. In the middle is K9907 YT-D which was shot down on 8 July 1940.
At the rear is L1094 YT-H. The rear two aircraft have the serial painted on the fin whereas K9911 shows evidence of it being
painted out. Note that all three Spitfires go against the ‘rule’ of ‘A’ Scheme for odd serials and ‘B’ Scheme for even serials.
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SPITFIRE K9911 YT-E 65 SQUADRON

Modeller’s notes
Aircraft:
Early pole aerial
Bulged cockpit canopy
Armoured windscreen
Mount for night vision exhaust shield
Standard pitot tube
Reflector gunsight but with bead mount on cowling
Red patches on guns
DH 3 bladed propeller
No voltage regulator behind pilot’s head
Colours:
‘B’ camouflage scheme
YT-E in light grey
Black and white undersides, (no stencilling)
Low demarcation line on nose
Reduced size upper wing roundels
Yellow gas detection patch on starboard wing
Discussion points:
This aircraft shows signs of being repainted as the
pattern on the port wing and fuel tank are non standard.
The small gas patch may have been repeated on the port
wing as seen on several other aircraft.

SAMPLE PAGES
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PROTECTING THE PILOT
As soon as war broke out, it was noted that the Spitfire provided very little protection for its
pilot. Dowding, the Commander in Chief of RAF Fighter Command, was very insistent that
armour be added to his Spitfires and Hurricanes, despite the official view that they were so fast
that nothing could shoot at them from behind!
First came a thin sheet of metal over the fuel tank designed to deflect bullets fired at an angle.
Then came the armoured windscreen, shortly followed by the 6.5mm thick head armour which was
mounted behind the pilot’s headrest. The final piece of armour for the pilot came in the form of a
4.5mm thick sheet of metal that was inserted behind the pilot’s seat.
Possibly the shortest pilot ever to sit in a
Spitfire! The seat armour can be seen in
the foreground. The cut out corners were to
allow the plate to fit around equipment.

King George VI inspecting an early Spitfire,
note the basic framework behind the pilot’s seat
without any armour.
Sunlight catches both seat and head armour in
this Battle of Britain Spitfire.
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A diagram showing the head
armour (blue) which was placed
behind the seat armour (green).

Above: Hugh Kennard in his 610 Squadron Spitfire showing the newly
installed armoured windscreen, note that it isn’t as tall as the original
windscreen frame. This armoured glass undoubtedly saved lives, the
damage to the windscreen (right) was sustained during a head on attack.
Top right: The standard Spitfire MkI canopy was bulged on top but still
flat sided, the commonly known Spitfire canopy which was also bulged
at the sides only appeared in October 1941. The rectangular rounded
object in the port side of the canopy was a panel that could be punched
out in an emergency to help equalise the pressure inside and out. This
would help open the canopy in the same way as releasing the pressure
in a jam jar makes it easier to unscrew the lid. This photo shows Leonard Haines in the
cockpit of his 19 Squadron Spitfire.
Right: Combat experience soon showed that a rear view mirror was desperately
needed. The mirror was not for clear study of the Spitfire’s tail but more for a suggestion
of movement behind the aircraft which would be enough to alert the pilot to ‘check
six’. Without the mirror, the pilot would constantly be having to turn his neck, which in
combat could be extremely uncomfortable. This 610 Squadron Spitfire has a mirror fitted
internally by the ground crew. Externally fitted mirrors were soon to be more common
and eventually were fitted at the factory as standard.
The reflector gunsight can be seen. During the Battle of Britain the glass was always
circular, the square version coming into service after the Battle.

SAMPLE PAGES
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In May 1940, markings were again changed as pilots still found
difficulty in identifying friend or foe in the increasing number of
combats now taking place. An order was sent out to all fighter
squadrons to add a yellow outer ring to the fuselage roundel
and to paint a red/white/blue fin flash on the fin.
The photo on the left is rare because it shows a 72 Squadron
Spitfire with a fin flash but not the yellow surround to the
roundel, which must be next on the list for the groundcrew.
Below is another rare photo of fin flashes being applied to
newly delivered Spitfires at Tangmere in May 1940. These
R66 series aircraft were delivered to 238 Squadron on its
reformation there and given the codes VK. Within a month
however, the Spitfires were taken from 238 and sent to front
line squadrons as the action over Dunkirk intensified.
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238 Squadron had Spitfires for less than a month
before being requipped with Hurricanes for the
Battle of Britain. The photos below therefore are
incredibly rare, showing VK coded Spitfires at
Tangmere, the undersides would still be in the
black/white scheme.
The Spitfires were brand new and were
serialled from R6599 to R6613. Most of them
subsequently went to front line squadrons and
fought in the Battle of Britain.
The aircraft landing in the background is an
Armstrong Whitworth Ensign used for moving
squadron personnel between bases.

Left: Spitfires coming out of the factory
after war was declared were finished in
the standard Fighter Command underside
scheme of black port wing and white
starboard wing. The remainder of the
undersides were aluminium. These newer
aircraft are easily identified by having the
white stencilling on the black wing. When
the black wing was added to the early K and
L series aircraft, the groundcrews simply
painted over the stencilling. This Spitfire
P9450 first flew on 5 April 1940.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE MKI SPITFIRE
double pronged
pitot tube on very
early models only

The MkI Spitfire received dozens of modifications during its production life,
some more visible than others. These two photos show an early K series
Spitfire alongside one of the last R series MkIs.
early ring and bead gunsight
although bulged on this
example, the very early
MkIs had flat canopies

unarmoured fuel tank note the
extra panel lines subsequently
hidden by the armour plate

early pole aerial mast

Early K series door locking
mechanism (left) had a metal
ring between two wires.
Later MkIs had a handle and
bolt mechanism (right).
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*K9912 also appears elsewhere in this book
and ended up burnt out on a beach near
Dunkirk, see pages 16, 17 and 37.
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single pronged
pitot tube on all
subsequent aircraft

later streamlined aerial mast
with triangular attachment
point and aerial wire between
it and the fin. (nb. some MkIs
were fitted with the much
improved VHF radio TR1133
which didn’t need the wire or
the attachment triangle.

IFF aerial (Identification Friend or
Foe) on both sides from tailplane
to fuselage roundel, introduced
from late September 1940.

rear view mirror

external armoured windscreen

reflector gunsight

armour plate fitted
behind pilot’s head
and body

armoured panel on fuel tank

Voltage regulator raised to
rear of pilot’s headrest

The camouflage scheme for both aircraft is the standard dark earth and dark green
uppersurfaces, K9912 has aluminium coloured undersides whereas R7159 has ‘sky’
undersides. Note how the demarcation line between lower and upper camouflage is much
higher at the tail and a little higher at the nose on R7159. This is another common feature
on later MkIs, as is the larger red dot in the fuselage roundel. The script typeface of the
inscription is typical of the Eastleigh factory. When production started at Castle Bromwich,
the presentation aircraft there had the inscription painted in a stencilled typeface.
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